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Allianz Insurance JSC Deploys Zecurion’s Zlock  
To Control User Access to Peripheral Devices on the Corporate Network 

 
NEW YORK, NY, August 30, 2007 – Zecurion, Inc. today announced that Allianz Insurance JSC, 
a leading insurance and asset management company, has deployed its Zlock software to control 
access to peripheral devices on its corporate network and standalone computers. Zlock was selected 
after a thorough market research for its reliability, flexibility and ease of use, as well as the ability 
to monitor the client workstations for illicit activities, which provides the IT department with an 
additional layer of confidence. 
 
Being one of the leaders in the financial services market, Allianz is striving to protect its assets – 
information about clients and their financial operations; data security being a major objective not 
only for the IT department, but for the entire company. Allianz carefully searched the market for a 
system that would prevent information leakage through portable memory devices, printers, etc., and 
selected Zlock for its strength, flexibility, ease of deployment and more than adequate support.  
 
“We extensively evaluated corporate information security systems, looking for strength and 
reliability, flexibility, ease of deployment and use, and quality of support. Zlock performed the best 
of all, besides, it adds one important functionality: fast processing of user requests for access policy 
changes, which helps to precisely balance our security and business requirements”, said Michael 
Hergesell, CEO of Allianz Insurance JSC. “Another important advantage of Zlock is the ability to 
monitor client workstations for illicit activities, which helps to considerably strengthen our network 
security”. 
 
“The deployment was performed by the IT specialists from Allianz”, commented Alexey Raevsky, 
CEO of Zecurion, “while our team was providing basic support, suggesting the best ways to tailor 
Zlock to the business processes and IT infrastructure of the company”.  
 
After successful teamwork on deployment, Allianz added Zlock to its list of preferred and 
recommended security solutions, as it is especially well tailored to control access to peripheral 
devices and computer ports in the large corporate networks. 
 
 
About Zecurion  
 
Zecurion, Inc. is an expert in protection of corporate information from internal threats, emphasizing 
reliable and transparent server storage/backup security, and control of peripheral devices in 
corporate networks with clear, easy-to-use administrative interfaces and tools.  



 

Leveraging over 10 years experience in developing encryption-based security solutions, Zecurion 
allows to efficiently protect corporate information from internal threats, as well as from loss or theft 
of backup storage media with Zlock and Zserver Suite software products. 
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